
To whom it may concern, 
 
My name is Darragh Mc Morrow and I am very interested in applying for a Job with your company.  I 
have recently completed my higher national diploma in Outdoor Adventure Management in Colaiste 
Dhulaigh CDCFE Ireland. This course introduced me to the outdoor adventure industry and I have not 
looked back since. I have recently returned home from India where I have been living for the last three 
months. While on this trip I worked as a raft guide and safety kayaker for India’s best outdoor adventure 
company Aquaterra Adventures. This has giving me  great experience as to what it means to work for a 
prestigious company.  
 
Thanks to the Outdoor Adventure Industry I have managed to see a lot of the world in the last 3 to 4 years 
and have led some very special trips to amazing places.  
 

● India:  Numerous multi-day rafting/kayaking expeditions on Ganga plus tributaries, 7 day Jouni 
base camp expedition to 3,600 mts. 

● Norway: Two weeks of grade 4+ paddling in the Sjoa region 
● Ireland: Rafting and pushing my personal kayaking skills 
● Morocco:  Kayaking Expedition Leader achieving two Irish first descents in the High Atlas 

mountains of Morocco. 
● Slovenia:  kayaking trip 
● Corsica:  Sailing/windsurfing/climbing trip 
● Wales:  Leading groups on crib goch/ Snowdon horseshoe/ Bristly ridge 
● Zambia:  Team member of orphanage volunteer group 
● Captain of the Shackleton kayaking intervarsities team 2015 

 
I am now looking to put my focus into Raft Guiding/Safety Kayaking as I have been spending a lot of 
time on personal development for the last year. I see this as the logical step in my career. I wish to travel 
as much of the world as possible with my kayak. The Help you can give me from working with your 
company will be vital in achieving my goals. 
 
I would be very grateful if given the opportunity to prove myself as a Guide/Kayaker for your company. 
 
Is mise le meas 
 
 
Darragh Mc Morrow 


